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BPG celebrates 20 Years  
 
2015 marks the 20th anniversary of the Bell Pensioners’ Group! Many of our members are not 
aware of the tumultuous events that gave rise to our founding or of the important milestones 
we’ve reached in the intervening years.   
 
We have come a long way from the small but determined founding group of Bell pensioners who 
wanted nothing more than to safeguard the rights and benefits we earned during our careers. 
While we are now a membership of over 10,000 strong, what hasn’t changed is our resolve to 
continue advocating for your rights and to empower you with information concerning your valued 
pensions. 
 
Here is a brief retrospective of our history, as documented by Dan Braniff, our first President, 
and a tip of the hat to those who have shaped it in indelible ways:  
 
A grassroots movement responds  
 
On August 12, 1994 the global financial industry and policy holders were rocked by the 
announcement that Confederation Life, a 150+ year old insurance company with a previous 
AAA rating, was to be liquidated. Bell employees and pensioners were stunned to realize that 
their Supplementary Pension Plan was not guaranteed and their retirement nest eggs were in 
jeopardy. Bell “accepted no responsibility” to protect plan members against any default by the 
liquidation. 
 
In a Globe & Mail story covering the issue, two London, ON Bell retirees, Neil Burgess and 
Harvey Hall, rallied pensioners to stand up and fight. They were soon contacted by many 
equally-concerned Bell retirees and word spread. “These brave volunteers accepted unknown 
personal risks, gave generously of their time and paid expenses out of their own pockets for our 
effort. It was a classic ‘all-for-one, one-for-all’ grassroots reaction,” recalls Dan Braniff, Founding 
President of the BPG.  
 
Organizational chapters soon sprung up in Montréal, Québec, Ottawa, London and Windsor. 
BPG was officially formed in May 1995 with a structure and mandate to “represent the individual 
and collective interests of members during the liquidation of Confederation Life assets to ensure 
the maximum recovery of members' investments (l00% principal and interest).” Members Bob 
Wilson, Neil Burgess, Bill Tawse and Dan Braniff arrange to meet with a representative of the 
Liquidator to understand the complex process to come and BPG’s role in it.  
 
Thoughtful, sustained strategy 
 
BPG put forth several options to Bell to settle the situation, all of which were rejected. BPG then 
set to work on a three-pronged strategic plan of attack that comprised political, media and legal 
angles. They retained the best legal firm for their situation and launched a well-coordinated 
campaign to engage all Federal MPs, provincial MPPs and MLAs, in Ontario and Québec in 
their effort, including Cabinet members, former Prime Minister Jean Chrétien and former Ontario 
Premier Mike Harris.  
 
But it was the fervent interventions of Ovid Jackson, Member of Parliament for Owen Sound 

Grey-Bruce that won BPG essential political and media support. Ovid was instrumental in 

keeping our case on the radar of high-ranking politicians and whose successful idea it was to 
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present a petition to Parliament signed by our members and supporters – which was accepted 

by the House. Ovid also wrote to Bell President John McLennan and secured a meeting with 

company representatives demanding action from Bell to settle the impasse.  

“The political lobbying was a monumental success thanks especially to the coordination by our 
Ottawa Chapter and overwhelming member participation,” comments Dan.  
 
BPG kept up the pressure and the issue in the public eye; over 100 articles about their cause 
were published in national newspapers during the struggle. Many meetings with Bell officials 
ensued, concluding with the successful negotiation on March 27, 1996 of an Enhancement 
Agreement with Bell, brokered with the help of Ed Beaty, that guaranteed appropriate financial 
compensation upon liquidation of Confederation Life.   
 
Perhaps the most significant achievement of BPG was the Court’s precedent-setting ruling for 
payment of interest to policy holders. Compounding value at double digit prevailing rates during 
the settlement period meant that BPG members received about twice their invested dollar value. 
Even those who were covered by CompCorp guaranties benefited by the windfall. The liquidator 
indicated that it was BPG’s persistent convincing arguments that persuaded Judge Lloyd 
Houlden to accept BPG as the de facto voice of all three million policy holders when he awarded 
the entitlement of compounding interest.  
 
The hard-fought victory was to be a model for other Group RRSPs. “Our 3-pronged strategy 
proved to be paramount but without the incredible teamwork the endeavour would have 
probably failed,” affirms Dan. 
 
With trust between BPG and Bell restored, the two organizations joined forces to successfully 
convince Revenue Canada to reverse a previous decision on tax implications of the settlement. 
 
A legacy on which to build  
 
The BPG Board would later decide that BPG should continue to advocate on behalf of 
pensioners’ rights, ready for pre-emptive action should another threat occur. Today, BPG 
continues to advocate on many fronts, including intervention in legislative and policy issues with 
both Federal and Provincial governments and other stakeholders in the pension area. 
 
Looking to the future, we believe there is more of a need than ever for a strong and unified voice 
representing Bell pensioners. We are committed to working with you to successfully protect our 
pensions and benefits for the next 20 years - and beyond.  
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Founding Organization 
 
Chapter Chairs Elected (also serve as Corporate Directors): 
London: Neil Burgess 
Montréal: Rhéal Proulx  
Ottawa: Bill Tawse 
Québec City: Gaston Perreault  
Toronto: Ken Beach 
 
Corporate Directors: 
Dan Braniff, President  
Ed Beaty, Vice-President 
Jacqueline Boileau, Secretary  
Al Smith, Incorporation  
Bob McLachlan 
Bill Spratt 
 
 
Timeline of key events  
 

August 1994 
 
Confederation 
Life collapses. 
Bell accepts no 
responsibility to 
protect pension 
plan members. 

November 1994 
 
Bell retirees Neil 
Burgess and 
Harvey Hall rally 
pensioners to 
“stand up and 
fight.” Groups 
assemble across 
Ontario and 
Québec. 

Jan-May 1995 
 
Bob Wilson, Neil 
Burgess, Bill 
Tawse and Dan 
Braniff meet with 
the Liquidator. 
They put forth 
several possible 
options to Bell to 
resolve the 
situation. None is 
accepted. 
 
In May, BPG 
officially forms. 
 

1995-1996 
 
BPG launches a 
sustained 
media, political 
and legal 
campaign to 
keep their issue 
centre stage. 

March 1996 
 
BPG and Bell sign an 
Enhancement 
Agreement 
guaranteeing 
appropriate 
compensation to 
policy holders. 
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Founding members are recognized on the occasion of BPG 20th anniversary! 

 

 

Former Presidents at the Ontario Central AGM on May 6, 2015, from left to right: Russ 

Donaldson, Carol Reid, Founding President Dan Braniff, Jim McColl and Al Bowcott. 
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Ottawa Chapter founding members at the AGM on May 20, 2015, from left to right: John Elliot, 

Marlyn Easterbrook, Ottawa Chapter Chair, Claire Collis, Roy Coleman, Dan McDonald, BPG 

President, and Peter Wall.   
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London (519) Chapter founding members at the SWO AGM on May 5, 2015, from left to right: 
Dan McDonald, BPG President, Garth Lowther, Don Graham, SWO Chapter Chair, Norm 
Walker, Don Williams and Gray Styan. 
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Québec Chapter founding members at the AGM on June 3, 2015, from left to right: Dan McDonald, BPG 

President, Paul-Émile Gosselin, Gaston Perreault and Jean Lamer, Québec Chapter Chair. 
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Some members of the Montréal Chapter since 1995 at the AGM on June 4, 2015, from left to 
right: Louis-Philippe Charbonneau, Denyse Fournier, Yves Sauvé, Gladys Scully, Walter Pearce 
and Murielle Laverdière. 


